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Crossing the Thresholds of Indignation and Inclusiveness
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Enthusiast  
Phase

(Hobby)

“Exploit me!”

Professional  
Phase

(Work)

“Help me work!”

Consumer  
Phase

(Life)

“Enjoy me!”

Baroque  
Phase

“Let me do it all!”

T
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Sweet Spot t

remaining awkwardness for a 
wide range of users and their 
daily tasks.

Obviously, the entire user 
experience counts here. You can 
actually go and buy this thing in 
a department store today, stick 
it to your windshield, turn it on, 
and after making a few obvi-
ous(!) choices, enter your first 
destination and be on your way. 
This is careful design. Some 
companies, such as TomTom 
and Apple, get how important 
this “first-encounter usability” 
is, from just the right software 
default settings, to physical 
device design, to the printed 
quickstart, to the design of the 
packaging. It’s no coincidence 
that for a brief, innocent period, 
Googling “iPhone porn” actu-
ally led to slideshows of devoted 
users unpacking their new gad-
get.

So what can we learn from 
the TomTom story? At some 
point the mix of features, 
technical feasibility, and task-
centered product, software, 
and user-interface design came 
together to shape a product 
that could make such a radical 
difference to people’s lives that 
its popularity skyrocketed. Of 
course this takes years of mar-
ket research and iterative prod-
uct development, but it creates a 
qualitatively new product genre 
that brings an unprecedented 
and realistic promise to the 
market and fulfills it. I call this 
moment the “sweet-spot” phase.

A telltale sign that a product 
has reached this stage is that 
people get its usefulness within 
15 seconds of explanation, even 
though they may not know the 
technology yet (or even under-
stand it afterward). Non-geeks 
start telling you about this new 

thing and begin to evangelize 
others about it.

Another sweet-spot indicator 
is that social behavior around 
the associated tasks changes. 
These days, when someone 
gives me driving directions—
a sales clerk on the phone, 
or a friend inviting me to his 
house—I find myself politely 
cutting them short, just asking 
them for their street address, 
which I then write down and 
later type into my TomTom.

Clearly, using these devices 
also has questionable conse-
quences. For one, we quickly 
begin to rely on them. Usually, 
after going to a new destination 
with my TomTom, I still can’t go 
there on my own: There was no 
need to memorize the route. A 
more subtle effect is the poten-
tial loss of a mental area map—
with a TomTom, you never care 
to develop a picture of your city 
as a whole in your head. Will 
people forget how to describe 
the way to their home to others? 
Will real-estate owners bribe 
TomTom to direct traffic away 
from their upscale properties? 
Studying these effects will keep 
us busy for some time. But even 
such potentially adverse conse-
quences show the fundamental 
change that a specific technol-
ogy can bring about.

Now the bad news: Feature 
development doesn’t stop at 
its sweet spot. Beyond the idea 
of providing reliable, easy-to-
use directions, TomTom has 
since added an MP3 player, 
live updates through the wire-
less network, connections to 
“Buddies” (the use of which has 
escaped me so far), coopera-
tive street updates, photo slide 
shows (I’m not kidding), and a 
stream of other features. Some 

of these are actually useful, but 
the original TomTom was the 
sweet spot.

David Liddle, design lead 
for the world’s first commer-
cially available GUI computer, 
explains his theory of technol-
ogy adoption in Bill Moggridge’s 
wonderful book, Designing 
Interfaces. He postulates a first, 
enthusiast phase exploiting 
the new technology, a second, 
professional phase putting it 
to use to get work done, and a 
third, consumer phase when it 
becomes available enough for 
people to enjoy.

I think we should add a 
fourth stage to this otherwise 
excellent model: the “baroque 
phase,” in which the successful 
new consumer product genre is 
then embellished with second-
ary features that often already 
existed before but are now inte-
grated into the new product.

This phase obeys the ter-
rible law of feature creep. 
Consumers, having experienced 
the wonderful new possibilities 
of the initial sweet-spot device, 
are hoping that subsequent 
products in this new genre will 
have an equally revolutionary 
and additional positive impact 
on their everyday lives—which 
of course they don’t, as they’re 
just incremental improve-
ments—and so buy new models 
because of their added features. 
The resulting featuritis, preva-
lent in software, is spreading 
to consumer devices as they 
are increasingly software-
controlled. (Shopping for a new 
toaster, I recently encountered 
a model that would assist me in 
my complex toasting tasks with 
an informational LCD screen. 
Please?)

At first sight the sweet spot 

and the baroque phase seem 
hard to tell apart: Both give the 
user new features, just at dif-
ferent levels of originality. But 
there’s an easy test: Sweet-spot 
products make your life sim-
pler, baroque ones more complex. 
Sweet-spot products support 
you in a new way, making a 
previously difficult or awkward 
task change fundamentally. 
Learn just a few new things, 
and you get an almost magical 
boost in productivity, simplify-
ing your everyday life. Baroque 
products just tweak existing 
processes, trying to make them 
more efficient in some situa-
tions but often complicating 
other tasks (and sometimes 
the most frequent ones—think 
microwave ovens). And to use 
them, you often need to learn a 
fair amount of new interaction 
concepts, operations, and other 
lingo.

Let’s look at some products I 
consider worthy of a sweet-spot 
award, and some technologies 
way in their baroque phase.

Cell phones hit their sweet 
spot in the mid-’90s: pocketable 
handsets, with several days of 
standby and calling charges 
that didn’t ruin the average con-
sumer anymore. What a change! 
Within years, people moved 
from carefully planning their 
evening out to “call us when 
you’re ready; we’ll tell you what 
bar we ended up in.” Agreeing 
when and where to meet, which 
often failed before, leading to 
heated arguments over whose 
fault it was (“But I was looking 
for you!”), was replaced by the 
stress-free model of just calling 
if something came up, no mat-
ter where everybody was. The 
list goes on.

Today cell phones have moved 

a�The phases of 
technology adoption.
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wide range of users and their 
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Obviously, the entire user 
experience counts here. You can 
actually go and buy this thing in 
a department store today, stick 
it to your windshield, turn it on, 
and after making a few obvi-
ous(!) choices, enter your first 
destination and be on your way. 
This is careful design. Some 
companies, such as TomTom 
and Apple, get how important 
this “first-encounter usability” 
is, from just the right software 
default settings, to physical 
device design, to the printed 
quickstart, to the design of the 
packaging. It’s no coincidence 
that for a brief, innocent period, 
Googling “iPhone porn” actu-
ally led to slideshows of devoted 
users unpacking their new gad-
get.

So what can we learn from 
the TomTom story? At some 
point the mix of features, 
technical feasibility, and task-
centered product, software, 
and user-interface design came 
together to shape a product 
that could make such a radical 
difference to people’s lives that 
its popularity skyrocketed. Of 
course this takes years of mar-
ket research and iterative prod-
uct development, but it creates a 
qualitatively new product genre 
that brings an unprecedented 
and realistic promise to the 
market and fulfills it. I call this 
moment the “sweet-spot” phase.

A telltale sign that a product 
has reached this stage is that 
people get its usefulness within 
15 seconds of explanation, even 
though they may not know the 
technology yet (or even under-
stand it afterward). Non-geeks 
start telling you about this new 

thing and begin to evangelize 
others about it.

Another sweet-spot indicator 
is that social behavior around 
the associated tasks changes. 
These days, when someone 
gives me driving directions—
a sales clerk on the phone, 
or a friend inviting me to his 
house—I find myself politely 
cutting them short, just asking 
them for their street address, 
which I then write down and 
later type into my TomTom.

Clearly, using these devices 
also has questionable conse-
quences. For one, we quickly 
begin to rely on them. Usually, 
after going to a new destination 
with my TomTom, I still can’t go 
there on my own: There was no 
need to memorize the route. A 
more subtle effect is the poten-
tial loss of a mental area map—
with a TomTom, you never care 
to develop a picture of your city 
as a whole in your head. Will 
people forget how to describe 
the way to their home to others? 
Will real-estate owners bribe 
TomTom to direct traffic away 
from their upscale properties? 
Studying these effects will keep 
us busy for some time. But even 
such potentially adverse conse-
quences show the fundamental 
change that a specific technol-
ogy can bring about.

Now the bad news: Feature 
development doesn’t stop at 
its sweet spot. Beyond the idea 
of providing reliable, easy-to-
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since added an MP3 player, 
live updates through the wire-
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“Buddies” (the use of which has 
escaped me so far), coopera-
tive street updates, photo slide 
shows (I’m not kidding), and a 
stream of other features. Some 

of these are actually useful, but 
the original TomTom was the 
sweet spot.
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cially available GUI computer, 
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becomes available enough for 
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fourth stage to this otherwise 
excellent model: the “baroque 
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new consumer product genre is 
then embellished with second-
ary features that often already 
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the wonderful new possibilities 
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are hoping that subsequent 
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are increasingly software-
controlled. (Shopping for a new 
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a model that would assist me in 
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an informational LCD screen. 
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hard to tell apart: Both give the 
user new features, just at dif-
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there’s an easy test: Sweet-spot 
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pler, baroque ones more complex. 
Sweet-spot products support 
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Learn just a few new things, 
and you get an almost magical 
boost in productivity, simplify-
ing your everyday life. Baroque 
products just tweak existing 
processes, trying to make them 
more efficient in some situa-
tions but often complicating 
other tasks (and sometimes 
the most frequent ones—think 
microwave ovens). And to use 
them, you often need to learn a 
fair amount of new interaction 
concepts, operations, and other 
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Let’s look at some products I 
consider worthy of a sweet-spot 
award, and some technologies 
way in their baroque phase.

Cell phones hit their sweet 
spot in the mid-’90s: pocketable 
handsets, with several days of 
standby and calling charges 
that didn’t ruin the average con-
sumer anymore. What a change! 
Within years, people moved 
from carefully planning their 
evening out to “call us when 
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a�The phases of 
technology adoption.
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• Simplifies your life  
 

• Rule-changing new functionality

6

Sweet Spot Baroque Phase

• Complicates your life 
 

• Feature creep 

Media 
Computing  
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• From today’s point of view:
• What aspects have become standard?
• What aspects haven’t? Why?

• From the audience’s point of view back then:
• What was the vision likely provoking in the audience? Positive / Negative?

• From the author’s point of view:
• What are the key new ideas?
• How was the vision prototyped and communicated?

8

How to Interpret (Past) Visions of HCI
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• Put That There (MIT, 1980)

• Key advances:

• Recognizing human gestures

• Combining voice with other input modes

9

Multimodal interfaces

Figure 2 

Talking and pointing to items on the Media Room's large screen. Here, the 
items are circle and diamond shapes being moved about against a backdrop of 
a Caribbean map. A double exposure effect catches two images of the user's 
right arm, strapped to which is the smaller of the pair of space-sensing 
cubes (covered by the user's cuff). On a pedestal to the right of the user 
chair is a lucite block, and to the top of this block is attached the 
larger transmitter cube. 

267 

Fig.: (Bolt, 1980)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sC5Zg0fU2e8
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• Apple Knowledge Navigator (1988)

• Vision video mockup (not implemented)

• Key advances: Got people enticed with ideas of 
user agents and multimedia

11

Multimodal interfaces

Fig.: Digibarn Computer Museum
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• Video prototype of a future communication and computation system

• Bruce Tognazzini (TOG), Human Factors Engineering Group, SunSoft, Sun Microsystems

• Goal: Show a system that would be realistic in ten years

• The story takes place on Nov 16, 2004…

• Write down: What’s realistic now, what isn’t?

13

Sun Starfire (1992–1994)
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• Continually question if assumptions are realistic within 10-year timeframe

• Iterate video prototype like any other prototype

• Include things that go wrong in the story

• Avoid impossible hardware designs

• Design interface first, then decide film scenes based on budget
• E.g., Mouse, Voice, Reverse Angle much cheaper than Gesture, Pen

15

Starfire: Video Prototyping Guidelines
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• Bruce Tognazzini: The “Starfire” Video Prototype Project: A Case History. In Proceedings of 
CHI’94, ACM Press, pp. 99–105

• Paper documenting the video prototyping guidelines that evolved from the project

• Online in the ACM Digital Library, and at  

http://www.asktog.com/papers/videoPrototypePaper.html

• For more information, see Tognazzini’s book “Tog on Software Design” (which he had 
planned to call “Starfire” at first)

16

Starfire: Reading Assignment
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Benddesk
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• Key advance: Producing the illusion of being in a 
3-dimensional world of computer-generated objects

• Head-Mounted Display, Ivan Sutherland, University of Utah, 1967

18

Virtual Reality
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• Mark Weiser, Xerox PARC †

• 1991: The Computer For The 21st Century
• Most profound technologies disappear in fabric of everyday life

• Example: writing
• Early scribes had to know how to make ink, bake clay,…

• Today, writing is on candy wrappers

• A modern world without writing?

• In comparison, information technology is still at the “scribe” stage

• Example: motors
• 1900: 1 engine per factory

• Now 22 motors in your car, hard and unnecessary to notice

19

Ubiquitous Computing
Reading Assign

ment
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• Neighborhood tracks (privacy vs. “coziness”)

• Paper(!) newspaper, but with electronic pen

• Finding lost garage door opener manual

• Foreview car mirror for traffic jams and parking spots and shops

• Fresh coffee indicator

• Collaboration via replicated/miniaturized tabs/pads, awareness, move content to board for 
active collaboration

• Switch effortlessly between machines, displays, and devices (meeting review example)

20

Ubicomp Scenarios
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1w9_cob_zw
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• Must know where they are (crucial to human perception)

• Knowing room it’s in can make computer adapt significantly, without any AI

• Tabs/Pads/Boards: inch/foot/yard scale, 100s/dozens/1 or 2 per room

• A tab for each book spine

22

Ubicomp: PARC Devices
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• 1993, ca. 50 deployed in PARC/EuroPARC

• Activated post-it note, can animate objects  
(find mislaid book,...), voting/consensus tool in meetings

• Use as active badge, identify wearer/object

• Use to shrink windows onto tab to carry with you

• Research product: assumed constant connectivity

• What is today’s Tab? What’s still missing?

23

The PARC Tab
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• Paper crossover with laptop

• Scrap computer (not personal to carry around with you)

• Antidote to windows: who wants 9x11” desk?

• Compare to modern Pads like the iPad: what’s still missing?

24

The PARC Pad
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• Used as video screen

• Bulletin board (attuning to reader!)

• Whiteboard

• Flip chart

• Need different UI:
• Keyboard awkward
• Menubar hard to reach
• Shared across Atlantic 

25

The PARC Board
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• Ubicomp = disappearing computer = augmented reality = calm computing

• Goal is to activate the world, putting computers into everything

• “PC” is just a transition towards real potential of computing, which will focus on human 
environment
• Carrying a super-laptop is like owning just one very important book.  

Even customizing or having millions of it doesn't unleash literacy.
• Multimedia as used today makes machines even more attention-grabbing,  

not disappearing
• Psychological reasons for disappearing technology: Heidegger's hammer, compiling

• ≠VR: VR lets you explore unreachable worlds but tries to simulate infinite variety of reality 
instead of augmenting it.

26

Ubicomp vs. PC, VR
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• Small displays, faster CPUs: correct

• Battery prediction too optimistic (days of use at 1000x800)

• Memory underestimated

• High-resolution walls (80+dpi, 10s of Mpix) not there yet

• OSs today assume fixed hardware configuration, but in Ubicomp, devices come and go

• Window systems assume fixed base computer

• Ubicomp diversity of input devices not being dealt with well

• Network: Bluetooth LE, problem of multiple connections

27

Ubicomp Predictions
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• HUC’99 workshop 
➔ Ubicomp Conference

• Commercial Tabs, Pads and Boards

• Hardware, but often still clinging to the desktop 
metaphor, and not “plentiful”

• One of the most intriguing current visions  
for the future of HCI and CS

• “As calm as a walk in the woods”

28

Ubicomp Today


